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Gabriel Sorondo Please note this portfolio is just a snippet of the work designed to be 
an as equal as possible representation of my graphic design and 
illustration skills. For a comprehensive showcase please visit my 
behance page or my website.



You’re Mean COVID-19
Children’s book
“Youʼre Mean, COVID-19!” was a self-initiated childrenʼs book 
written by my wife.The Cover design, layout, and interior 
illustrations were done by myself. Each illustration was drawn in 
charcoal on paper, scanned into photoshop, and colored digitally.

Initial concept sketch



Initial concept sketch

Refined drawing ready for scanning. Final colored illustration.

You’re Mean COVID-19
Children’s book
Hereʼs a look at the process from start to finish. From sketches to 
finals.



You’re Mean COVID-19
Children’s book
More illustrations from the book and some process shots to the 
right.

Some shots of
pre-colored 
illustrations.
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Little Chefs-Cookbook
Children’s book
This book was a commission to supplement a clientʼs childrenʼs 
cooking classes. The client supplied me with the recipes and I 
designed the bookʼs layout, interior illustrations, and cover design.
Each illustration was drawn traditionally with charcoal on paper 
then scanned and colored digitally in photoshop. Below is a 
breakdown of the layout for each recipeʼs spread in the book.
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Little Chefs-Cookbook
Children’s book
Below you can see the sketches for the Sunshine Smoothie recipe 
and the final underneath.

Rough spread sketch

Sketches for each spread.

Final



Zodatia: Age of the animals
Book cover and endpapers design
Worked closely with publisher to narrow in on the final image and 
details of the map designed to be used as endpapers in this YA 
fantasy book. 

Details pertinent to the story. Each side 
of the coverʼs border has a different 
phase of the moon at itʼs center 
representing the passing of time which, 
according to the publisher, is very 
significant to the story.

Deatil of the Dragon King, 
the ruler of this land called 
Zodatia.

Initial sketches with slight variations End papers design depicting the map of Zodatia.



In our truck and camper
book cover design & illustration
Worked closely with client to design this cover for an upcoming 
memoir of a southern traveler and his partner.

Mock-up of book with color study presented to client.

Thumnail sketch presented to client with variations on the truck/camper
and the color study.



The tank brewery: La playita
poster design
Created a promotional poster to assist in the marketing and sales of 
one of the breweryʼs flagship brews.

Initial concept and partially completed �nal poster. Client
decided to go in a di�erent direction to better compete
with their direct competitors.

Printed design. In use at in-store sampling table.



T-shirt designs
Self-initiated project
Various t-shirt designs 



Ideation and layout sketches.

Re�ned sketch.

The Tank/Berry Farms
Limited release tap-handle design
Worked with marketing and sales VP to design a tap handle for a 
limited release brew collaboration. Had to be approved by both 
parties.



Interpose IT 
Logo, marketing material, and icon set
Generated new clientele by giving this IT business an visual identity 
and marketing material.

Icon set



32 FORTY
Logo and marketing material
Worked closely with client to design a logo for their MMJ supplies 
distributor that sought an edgy yet minimal aesthetic in an attempt 
to appeal the MMJ market.

Logo Exploration



The Tank brewery
halloween coloring sheet
Created this coloring sheet for the month of october for distrubution 
and social media engagement for the tank brewery. The brewery 
would hand these out to customers and they would post pictures of 
themselves coloring them. This would in effect expand the breweryʼs 
customer base which was extremely helpful as the brewery is 
located in an area that does not see much entertainment traffic. 



Sketch

The Trash Troll
A self-initiated children’s book concept
An idea I had for creating a world around this boy that only he 
could see. Adults were unable to see it so this caused some rifts 
between the child and the adults.



Under drawing on pink construction paper

Toxo-play-mosis

An illustration about the effects of 5G towers on children.



Sketch

Ollie the octopus
Litnerd
An illustration about an octopus who wants to become a pizza chef. 
This was created for an online educationalservice called Litnerd 
where they turn storybooks into live action webisodes. It has yet to 
be released.



Frankenride



Tipu’s Roar
Children’s book (WIP)
The following are illustrations from a 
soon-to-be published childrenʼs book 
about the historical figure Tipu Sultan.



Tipu’s Roar
Children’s book (WIP)



Tipu’s Roar
Children’s book (WIP)



Tipu’s Roar
Children’s book (WIP)
Here you can see what one of the
pages with the final text will look 
like.


